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Background of TRICS: Origins

 TRICS is the system that validates and challenges assumptions about the 

transport impacts of new developments.

 It was formed by a consortium of 7 county councils in the south of England in 

1989.

 The aim was to unify large quantities of transport survey count data into a 

data retrieval and analysis computer system.

 Local authorities and transport consultants would then be able to subscribe to 

the new database.

 An ongoing programme of additional transport surveys then began to further 

populate the database.



Background of TRICS: The Consortium



How TRICS works: Trip rate generation

 TRICS allows the analysis of trip generation for a wide range of development 

types (110 Land Use Categories, with over 7,310 Surveys). 

 Users apply selection criteria to surveys within the database to simulate a 

potential development scenario.

 The selected set of surveys is then used to produce trip rates, which are 

incorporated into Transport Assessments.

 Trip rates within these reports are also audited by local authorities whose 

task it is to assess the submitted Transport Assessments.

 Trip rates also used for Transport Modelling processes when assessing and 

modelling highway schemes.



Trip generation rates in TRICS



Trip generation rates in TRICS



How TRICS works: Database records

 Each TRICS development site record contains the following information:

 Site Details

 Development Details

 Parking Details

 Survey Count Details 

 All information is collected by our TRICS-approved data collection 

contractors, working with site owners.

 All information is subject to rigorous data validation procedures to ensure the 

database is of high quality.



Database records in TRICS



TRICS growth & development

 Membership fees have been continuously put towards survey programmes and 

system development.

 Major system updates have included a Windows version of TRICS in the 1990’s, 

and a live on-line version in the early 2000’s.  Major redesign, TRICS 7, in 

2012.

 There are now 337 member organisations across the UK and Ireland.

 The database now contains 7,310 survey count days.



TRICS membership growth



TRICS surveys

 There are two types of surveys in TRICS, traffic surveys and multi-modal 

surveys.

 Traffic surveys record all vehicles arriving at and departing from a 

development within a set time period (often 12 hours).

 Multi-modal surveys also record vehicle occupants, pedestrians and public 

transport users.

 A system of site visits and survey specifications has been developed and 

updated over many years.

 All site access points are covered by enumerators who count vehicles and 

interview people walking in and out of sites.



TRICS and parking

 Parking information is embedded into the TRICS 
database for all site records.

 Both on-site and off-site parking information is 
collected.

 Parking accumulation displays the varying levels 
of parking at a site throughout the survey 
duration. 

 Maximum car park occupancy (as a percentage of 
available spaces taken) is also calculated and 
displayed on survey count screens.

 For some land use categories trip rates can be 
calculated per parking space.



On-site parking information (all land 

uses except residential)

 Information on parking charges, parking 
management and enforcement, and 
general comments on parking at the site.

 Parking spaces per 100m2 GFA/RFA (or 
other parameters)

 Breakdown of parking spaces:

 Employee

 Disabled

 Visitor/Customer

 OGV parking bays

 OGV loading bays

 Parent & toddler

 Motorcycle spaces

 Electric vehicle charging points



On-site parking information (residential 

land uses)

 General comments on parking at 

the site.

 Parking spaces by hectare, per 

dwelling, and vehicle arrivals per 

parking space all displayed.

 Breakdown of parking spaces:

 On-street

 Driveways

 Garages

 Communal spaces



Off-site parking information (all land 

uses)

 Various information about on-

street and off-street parking 

away from the site.

 Particularly useful for sites 

where lots of off-site parking 

takes place (e.g. primary 

schools).

 Details of off-site parking fees 

and parking periods displayed.



Parking accumulation & parking capacity 

within TRICS

 Initial and final car park occupancy figures are displayed on the 

count screen.

 Parking accumulation figures are shown per hour of the survey, 

based on the initial parking occupancy figure plus arrivals minus 

departures.

 The maximum car park usage (shown as a percentage) is also 

shown alongside the total number of spaces at the site.

 It is possible for the parking capacity figure to exceed 100% 

(due to the inclusion of off-site parking).



Parking accumulation & parking capacity 

within TRICS



Example of trip rates per parking space



Free one month trial of TRICS available

 More information on TRICS can be found at www.trics.org

 A one month free trial of TRICS (with no obligation) is available to 

organisations for evaluation purposes. Contact the TRICS team for 

details.

http://www.trics.org/

